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Abstract 

Trolling phenomenon has not been an area of interest until very recently in 2010 

(Hardaker, 2017). This saw a surge in trolling researches but mostly from a Euro-centric 

perspective since the use of social media started very early in those societies. However, 

trolling language like any other form of language is contextual (Cruz et al., 2018; Fichman 

& Sanfilippo, 2015, 2016, Phillips, 2021). Hence, it should be investigated as such. 

Therefore, in order to understand the language of trolling in Pakistan, this study in 

continuation to previous research (Obaid et al, 2023) explores lexico-grammatical 

variation of trolling tweets in Pakistan. For this purpose, a corpus of 2,317 trolling tweets 

is used which is explored through short text multidimensional analysis proposed by Clarke 

(2019, 2020). The data is run through R software using multiple correspondence analysis. 

The results reveal that one of the dimensions of Pakistani trolling tweets contrast between 

antagonistic and conciliatory tweets where the former are more confrontational in their 

communicative function whereas the latter are non-confrontational. This study adds to the 

understanding of phenomenon of trolling not only in Pakistan but also corroborates 

previous notions of trolling.  

Keywords: Trolling, Tweets, X, Pakistan, Multiple correspondence analysis. 

1. Introduction 

In the present times if somebody does not use social media, they may be accused of living 

under a rock. Rightly so because social media are web based services that enable connection 

and interaction between individuals (Treem et al., 2016) that has in many ways replaced 

the traditional socialization. Still, many developing countries such as Pakistan did not see 

a boom in its use until very recently. With the rapid rise in the use of social media in 

Pakistan, there is an equally urgent need to protect these very spaces from their own curse. 

One such threat looming over cyberspaces world over and in Pakistan is trolling.  

Trolling can be regarded as “posting inflammatory messages directly to other users to 

provoke an equally reactionary response” (Duncombe, 2019, p. 409). Trolling behaviour is 

prevalent across all social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and X (previously 

Twitter). However, previous researches show that it is most rampant on Twitter (Case & 

King, 2017; Case et al., 2019; Fearn, 2017). So much so that Hannan (2018) equated Twitter 

with a “schoolyard run by bullies” (p. 219) and asserted that this platform brings out users’ 

inner sadists. It is important to mention that with time this social media platform has 

become controversial (Nycyk, 2019) and lost its essence for which it was developed in 

2006 by Jack Dorsey, Evan Williams and Biz Stone. It was developed as a microblogging 

site where users “tweet” or post about “What’s happening?” within 280 characters 

(previously 140 characters). After Elon Musk took over this platform in 2022, he rebranded 

this platform as X and now tweets are simply called posts. However, X has gradually 

developed into a site of trolling where even the most dignified ones find it difficult from 

being sucked into the black hole of trolling as is evident from the case of the former 
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President of the United States, Donald Trump who was notorious for his Twitter trolling 

(see Cillizza, 2018). 

With a sharp rise in trolling in recent years in Pakistan and its effects on physical and 

psychological wellbeing, there have been calls to at least begin a discussion around what is 

actually considered trolling (see for example, Iftikhar, 2022; Siddiqi, 2020). In recent years, 

the academics in Pakistan have started to take over this task by either focussing on one kind 

of a troll particularly political troll (Li et al., 2023; Younus et al., 2014) or on trolls targeting 

a particular group of society i.e. women in this case (Hussain et al., 2022; Siddiqua et al., 

2023). Some studies have also looked into it from a pragmatic perspective (Jameel, 2021; 

Rabbani et al., 2024). However, there is a dire need to investigate this phenomenon at 

micro-linguistic level as well. The current study is in continuation to the previous research 

at micro-linguistic level which showed that Pakistani trolling tweets contrast between 

interactive and informational communicative function (Obaid et al., 2023). For this 

purpose, a short text multidimensional analysis is used to identify the set of co-occurring 

linguistic features and the communicative function they carry.  

2. Literature Review  

The troll in the proper sense is one who speaks to a community and as being part of the 

community; only he is not part of it, but opposed. And the community has some good in 

common, and this the troll must know, and what things promote and destroy it: for he seeks 

to destroy (Barney, 2016, p. 193) 

The above mentioned definition of a troll reflects a very playful attempt by Barney who 

imitated the prose style of Aristotle to sketch a troll. One thing becomes clear from this 

definition that a troll is someone who intends to oppose and destroy. This discourse about 

troll being a dark and sinister character dominates a plenty of other literature as well. For 

example, Bishop (2014) talks about Anonymous trolling also called flame trolling which is 

done “at the expense of someone outside of a particular community” (Bishop, 2014, p. 9) 

either for the troller’s own sick pleasure or for others who make part of the ‘clubhouse’ and 

encourage it. Similarly, Hardaker (2010) found out that phenomenon of trolling consists of 

four interrelated characteristics i.e. deception, aggression, disruption and success, which 

ultimately form the basis of a working definition of a troll. Among these, aggression 

comprises “malicious behavior undertaken with the aim of annoying or goading others into 

retaliating” (Hardaker, 2010, p. 231). Later, Hardaker (2013) redefined trolling as “the 

deliberate (perceived) use of impoliteness/aggression, deception and/or manipulation in 

CMC to create a context conducive to triggering or antagonizing conflict, typically for 

amusement’s sake” (p. 79). 

Similarly, Cook (2021) and Cook et al. (2018) conducted a study based exclusively on the 

understanding of self-confessed trolls regarding trolling behaviour. They established that 

trolling is varied and that there are three categories i.e. attack trolling, thrill-seeking trolling 

and interaction-seeking trolling. Out of these, Attack trolls want misery for their victims. 

Likewise, March and Marrington (2019) qualitatively analysed the questionnaire responses 

of participants, trolls as well as victims of trolls, and revealed that the majority of 

participants define trolling as “an insulting, bullying, and deliberate behaviour, designed to 

provoke a reaction which has significant emotive effects [such as anger and distress]” (p. 

196) also referred to as flame trolling. In a similar manner, Ortiz (2020) revealed that for 

the participants (as a troll and victim) trolling is “a collective form of harassment perceived 

as having the malicious intent to provoke another user” (p. 4). All of these studies reflect 

the predominant notion of trolling being aggressive in nature. However, trolling language 

like any other is contextual in nature and it is important to explore and study it in cultural 

context.  

Very limited research has tried to investigate this diversity and contextuality in trolling 

through the lens of culture. This perspective is important because in online communities 

every user “brings with them cultural baggage and expectations from their real-world 
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contexts” (Kirman et al., 2012, p. 122). Fichman and Sanfilippo (2016) assert that “culture 

is often subtly infused into the language people use and the ways in which people interact” 

(p. 152). Therefore, it can be stated that “cultural norms of politeness, adherence to rules 

and regulation” (Fichman & Sanfilippo, 2016, p. 143) have an impact on the language of 

trolling.  

Very few studies have delved into exploring trolling through the lens of culture, amongst 

which most of them have done so from the perspective of North-American online 

communities (De Seta, 2013). However, a few researchers did move beyond the ‘white’ 

trolls and investigated the phenomenon of trolling in other cultures. De Seta (2013), for 

example, through his study on Chinese trolls found out that trolling behavior comprising of 

various ironic, humorous, deceptive and aggressive conducts existed in Chinese online 

media. Recently, Cook (2021) cross-culturally examined victim reactions to overt (flaming) 

and covert (ostracism) trolling online. Participants from Pakistan (honor valuing culture-

where maintaining honor is important over maintaining face, hence are aggressive) and 

Taiwan (face valuing culture-where maintaining face over honor is important, hence avoid 

conflicts) were put in a simulated trolling interaction. The findings revealed that Pakistani 

participants were equally aggressive whether trolled overtly or overtly, whereas Taiwanese 

participants were found to be more aggressive when trolled overtly in comparison to covert 

trolling. This is because Pakistani participants belonging to an honor-valuing culture 

perceive both overt and covert trolling to be equally threatening, hence requiring defense. 

Taiwanese participants, in contrast, went against the essence of their face-valuing culture 

where aggression results in loss of face, and chose to be aggressive at overt trolling, thus 

fitting into the internet culture. 

Owing to the scarcity of such researches, it is important to explore the phenomenon of 

trolling in different cultures because each culture adds its nuance to the trolling language. 

Keeping this in view, the present study aims to investigate the language of Pakistani trolling 

on X (previously Twitter) at lexico-grammatical level and examine whether the patterns of 

aggression exist in Pakistani trolling.  

3. Research Methodology 

The current study used short text multidimensional analysis by Clarke (2019, 2020) to 

examine the co-occurring linguistic patterns in Pakistani trolling tweets. This section gives 

details on this methodology as well as the data collection and its tagging. 

3.1.  Data Collection 

Three approaches were used to collect data as summarized by Clarke (2018, 2019, 2020). 

First approach employed specific offensive linguistic markers such as slurs, curse words, 

name-calling, and particular hashtags to identify the cases of trolling. An initial list of such 

linguistic markers and hashtags most of them embedded in Pakistani culture was developed. 

After an initial run, this list was further modified with more Pakistani culture specific 

keywords. One of the shortcomings of this method is that trolling does not always include 

such offensive language, and such words do not always intend to abuse. For example, the 

use of slurs and name-calling is often common among friends who employ it in a non-

targeted manner.  

The second approach extracts tweets from self-identifying trolls i.e. people who identify 

themselves as trolls. However, it is only a sub-culture of trolls (Phillips, 2015) as not all 

trolls are this straightforward in marking their identity specifically because one of the most 

important aspects of trolling is deception i.e. convincing others of their good and genuine 

intentions. The present study analysed the tweets of a Pakistani Twitter troll who described 

themselves as an “ethical troll”. Due to ethical considerations their account details are kept 

hidden.  
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The third and last approach is considered least problematic by Clarke (2018, 2019, 2020) 

as it relies on the perception of others and gathers tweets that have been accused to be trolls. 

This takes the burden off the researcher of being biased. For the present study, the word 

“troll” was used to extract tweets that were called out by others to be trolls. Posts which 

these tweets were in reply to were also collected. Interestingly, this method also has its 

limitations as not all posts accused of trolling are in fact trolling. Also, some forms of 

trolling are accused of trolling more than the others. For example, explicit trolling 

consisting of profanity is more likely to be accused of trolling than a subtle deceptive post 

where a troll may be projecting themselves to be a well-wisher.  

In order to collect the data through these three methods, a Twitter API account was used 

and the Twitter API key was used to collect data through RStudio software using 

‘academictwitteR’ package. It is important to mention that the job of all the three 

approaches employed to identify trolling was to only provide tweets that have a major 

probability of being trolls. However, not all of them were in fact trolls. Therefore, all the 

tweets collected through these three methods were further manually examined in order to 

shortlist the tweets that were the actual examples of trolling. Consequently, the final corpus 

of Pakistani troll posts comprised of 2,317 posts/tweets.  

3.2.  Tagging 

The final twitter trolling corpus collected after the manual examination of all the tweets 

was tagged using Clarke’s (2019, 2020) Multidimensional Analysis Twitter Tagger 

(MDATT) based on Gimpel et al. (2011), Owoputi et al. (2012) and Owoputi et al. (2013) 

twitter tagger output which tags the corpus as per MDA feature set and CMC-specific 

features. Since this tagger was not available on web, the corpus was tagged upon request 

by Clarke (2019, 2020). 

It is also important to mention that since the corpus of trolls was collected from Pakistan, a 

country where English is not a native language; therefore, many of the trolls did not purely 

troll in English. Some words of Urdu which is the national language of Pakistan were also 

code-mixed. As Clarke’s tagger was only capable of tagging the English words, so the Urdu 

words were manually tagged later on. The tagged corpus was then further treated using 

short text multidimensional analysis. 

3.3.  Short Text Multidimensional analysis 

This study in line with Clarke (2017, 2018, 2019, 2020) and Clarke and Grieve (2017, 

2019) opted for a new modified version of MDA appropriate for short texts such as tweets. 

According to Clarke there are two major reasons why a standard MDA is not appropriate 

for the analysis of short texts especially tweets. Firstly, tweets as a reflection of online 

discourse employ loads of non-standard spellings and grammar. These non-standard forms 

specific to Twitter discourse are not catered to using a standard MDA tagger. Therefore, 

she developed a Multidimensional Analysis Twitter Tagger (MDATT), mentioned 

previously, which tags the tweets as per standard MDA feature set as well as CMC specific 

features. The second reason for choosing the modified version of MDA over a standard one 

is that tweets are too short comprising of 17 words at average (Clarke, 2019, 2020). As 

standard MDA measures relative frequencies of features in each text because texts vary in 

length, and relative frequencies become accurate and meaningful only at around 500 words 

(Passonneau et al., 2014); therefore, it is not a reliable measure for individual tweets which 

seldom exceed 40 words (Clarke, 2020). Consequently, a new form of MDA introduced by 

Clarke (2017, 2018, 2019, 2020) which employs MCA was applied. This new form of 

MDA called short text multidimensional analysis by Clarke simply takes the occurrence of 

features into account i.e. instead of measuring relative frequencies it only observes whether 

the feature is present or absent. This information is then recorded in the form of a table, a 

binary data matrix of tweets and lexico-grammatical features to be precise with tweets on 

the vertical axis and lexico-grammatical features on the horizontal axis. Next, this matrix 
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is subjected to multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) in R using FactoMineR package 

(Husson et al. 2020) suitable for categorical data (presence or absence of features) rather 

than factor analysis which is suitable for continuous data (relative frequencies) as is used 

in a standard Biber’s (1988) MDA.  

The function of MCA is “to identify patterns in a table of individuals (i.e. tweets) and 

categorical variables (i.e. the grammatical features)” (Clarke, 2019, p. 67). On the basis of 

these patterns, MCA reduces the grammatical features into dimensions, and assigns each 

category of grammatical feature (e.g. present or absent) as well as each tweet a positive or 

negative coordinate and a value indicating their contribution to a particular dimension. 

Coordinates of the categories of grammatical features are reflective of the extent of their 

proximity. When coordinates of grammatical features categories are closer on a dimension, 

it is indicative of their co-occurrence in tweets. In a similar manner, the distance between 

the coordinates of individual tweets help establish “the dissimilarities in their linguistic 

composition with respect to the major pattern of variation that the dimension represents” 

(Clarke, 2020, p. 169). Shorter distance indicates tweets share common categories of 

grammatical features.   

Apart from coordinate values, MCA also assigns each category of the linguistic features as 

well as each tweet a contribution value. Contribution values reflect the contribution of each 

category of linguistic features and each tweet to a particular dimension. These values are 

important particularly for interpretation. According to Le Roux and Rouanet (2010) 

categories of linguistic features contributing above average should only be interpreted as 

they are representative of the major patterns of variation. Contribution value for each 

dimension is positive and collectively equal 100. Therefore, average can be calculated 

using 100/K where K is equal to total number of categories of linguistic features which is 

122 in this study. Hence, only those categories of features were interpreted for each 

dimension which had a contribution value higher than the average (100/122=0.82). 

In order to interpret the patterns functionally and how linguistic co-occurrence patterns 

carry an underlying communicative function, individual tweets were observed to examine 

co-occurring features in their context. As mentioned previously, tweets are also assigned a 

positive or negative coordinate and a contribution value. The tweets with high positive and 

negative coordinates which were most contributing to the dimension were examined along 

with the grammatical features associated with the corresponding side of that dimension. 

This helped trace down the communicative functions that co-occurrence of different 

grammatical features help achieve.  

4. Results and Discussion 

The short text multidimensional analysis which employs MCA was carried out on 2,317 

trolling tweets in English from Pakistan. It analyzed the tweets for the presence or absence 

of 61 linguistic features that occurred in more than 5% of the Pakistani trolling tweets. 

MCA of these tweets gave 61 dimensions (L ≤ 122 categories - 61 linguistic features = 61). 

One of the previous studies showed that on one of these dimensions Pakistani trolling 

tweets contrasted between interactive and informational tweets (Obaid et al., 2023) which 

is now considered a universal dimension to be found in many text types and genres. 

However, the interpretation of another dimension in the current study showed that Pakistani 

trolling tweets can be viewed from a different angle as well.  

One of the dimensions of Pakistani trolling tweets revealed that there was a contrast 

between trolling tweets that are antagonistic and explicitly oppositional/confrontational and 

those that are not explicitly confrontational rather conciliatory in their communicative 

function. The linguistic features contributing above average on this dimension are given in 

table 1. The table shows that there is presence of nine linguistic features on the positive 

coordinate and seven features on the negative coordinate of this dimension. The top 10 
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most contributing tweets on the positive and negative coordinate of this dimension are 

given in table 2 and 3 respectively.  

One of the most striking linguistic features that is used to oppose someone is second person 

pronoun, and this feature is the most contributing feature on the positive coordinate of this 

dimension. For example, in example 4 (you are a compromised general and your so called 

ISI ka chief. You two are involved in this operation regime change!), ‘you’ and ‘your’ are 

used to directly confront and oppose the addressee. Similarly, in example 5 (Concentrate 

on your own country, you hypocrite dummy don't even talk about humanity as yourself 

you don't have it. Being a prime minister you are conservative jerk.), all the different forms 

of second person pronoun that are highlighted are used confront the addressee. Another 

CMC-specific feature that is used in trolling tweets to call-out somebody is the use of 

mentioning specifically initial-mentioning. A closer look at all the examples contributing 

the most to the positive coordinate of this dimension given in table 2 shows that almost all 

the tweets have an initial-mention in order “to explicitly direct their micropost at another 

user” (Zappavigna, 2017, p. 209) and in this case confront them. For example, in example 

1 (@TararAttaullah dont wory dude! just ask your daddy #Bajwa to make a call &amp; 

this all will be gone!) the initial mention is used to address the person at whom the tweet is 

directed. Similarly, in example 9 (@HamzaSS like any one gives a f*ck what you say!! 

go, cry to your daddy #Bajwa!!) the initial mention is used to address the user and abuse 

them.  

Table 1: The linguistic features contributing above the average contribution on the given 

Dimension 

Coord Features 

+ Present Features (Coordinate, Contribution) 

General interjections (0.374, 1.157), WH-word (0.385, 1.382), Exclamation 

marks (0.477, 1.793), Mentioning (0.534, 3.725), Question marks (0.595, 

2.251), Second person pronoun (0.724, 10.611), Pronoun IT (0.792, 3.063), 

Contracted forms (0.883, 3.332), Imperatives (0.923, 5.328) 

 

Absent Features (Coordinate, Contribution) 

First person pronoun (0.151, 1.188), Subject pronoun (0.238, 2.77), Third 

person personal pronoun (0.259, 3.319) 

 

- Present Features (Coordinate, Contribution) 

Third person singular verb (-0.22, 1.153), Predicative adjectives (-0.398, 

1.171), Complementation (-0.514, 0.981), First person pronoun (-0.644, 

5.086), Subject pronoun (-0.735, 8.553), Third person personal pronoun (-

0.834, 10.668), Object pronoun (-1.233, 8.016) 

 

Absent Features (Coordinate, Contribution) 

Mentioning (-0.135, 0.942), Second person pronoun (-0.33, 4.829) 

 

 

Other linguistic features that add to the confrontational tone of these trolling tweets are 

Question marks and WH-words that are used to confront the other person by mocking them. 

For example, in example 6 (What’s the Plan after Retirement? What Country You Have 

Chosen after your Retirement for your Residence? Did you already got Immigration Visas 

for your whole Family or Still in Progress?), a series of mocking questions are asked to an 

army general about his plans of leaving the country after retirement for a better future. 

Likewise, in example 1 (How r you gona explain al this to @POTUS!), the WH-word is 

used to ask a rhetorical question to the Pakistan army that how will they explain their acts 

to the President of USA, mocking them that they take orders from USA. Another linguistic 
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feature on the positive coordinate of this dimension is exclamation marks which are 

associated with “aggravated disagreement” (Vandergriff, 2013) and “aggressive forms of 

online communication” (Clarke & Grieve, 2017, p. 5) show that these trolling tweets are 

aggressively oppositional. For example, in example 3 (@siasatpk Awe don't worry 

HUNNY!!), the exclamation marks are preceded by the word “HUNNY” to tease the 

addressee in an aggressive manner. Similarly, in example 8 (since you have so many papas, 

so have to mention a few just to jog your damn memory!!), the exclamation marks preceded 

by the words ‘damn’ and ‘papas’ show that the author of the trolling tweets is aggressively 

confrontational with the addressee.  

Table 2: Examples of most strongly contributing trolling tweets on the positive coordinate 

of the given Dimension with their coordinate and contribution values 

No. Tweet Coord Contrib 

1 @TararAttaullah dont wory dude! just ask your daddy 

#Bajwa to make a call &amp; this all will be gone! as it 

use to be! @OfficialDGISPR #Babar_Iftikhar #Neutrals 

#Handlers #Establishment save your dumb a*s puppets 

before you have to import new ones from USA! How r 

you gona explain al this to @POTUS! 

 

0.66 0.742 

2 @ARYNEWSOFFICIAL what about these bloody 

generals @OfficialDGISPR #Bajwa #Establishment 

#Neutrals who have been harassing the State of Pakistan 

and its People..fuck off @OfficialDGISPR, go sit in your 

masters laps aka @POTUS!!! @ImranRiazKhan 

@ImranKhanPTI 

 

0.638 0.693 

3 @siasatpk Awe don't worry HUNNY!! This is Pakistan. 

Just pretend you are having back pain or a heart attack. 

Ask #Chorni @MaryamNSharif for #Calibri font fake 

medical certificate. You'll be out in 3 months. 

#FailedJustice 

 

0.586 0.584 

4 @OfficialDGISPR Have some shame bajwa, you are a 

compromised general and your so called ISI ka chief. 

You two are involved in this operation regime change! 

#begyrto #BajwaSurrender #BajwaTraitor 

 

0.576 0.566 

5 @PakPMO @ImranKhanPTI @MiddleEastEye 

Concentrate on your own country, you hypocrite dummy 

don't even talk about humanity as yourself you don't 

have it. Being a prime minister you are conservative jerk. 

What were ur statements before ur tenure n what are 

now. Alas! How would you answer Allah. 

 

0.569 0.551 

6 #BajwaTraitor What’s the Plan after Retirement? What 

Country You Have Chosen after your Retirement for 

your Residence? Did you already got Immigration Visas 

for your whole Family or Still in Progress? Shame on 

You! @OfficialDGISPR 

 

0.558 0.53 

7 @PTAofficialpk then ban everything damn thing and ask 

@ICT_Police to file FIRs on all Pakistani except the 

ones supporting these clowns in #ImportedGovernment!! 

0.551 0.516 
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go cry to your sugardaddy @POTUS @OfficialDGISPR 

#Bajwa #Neutrals #Handlers #Establishment fyi! 

#PakistanUnderFascism 

 

8 @betterpakistan go and cry to your papa-jani (aka 

@OfficialDGISPR #Bajwa #Handlers #Neutrals 

#Establishment @POTUS) since you have so many 

papas, so have to mention a few just to jog your damn 

memory!! @OfficialDGISPR fyi, 

#PakistanUnderFascism!! 

 

0.548 0.512 

9 @HamzaSS like any one gives a f*ck what you say!! go, 

cry to your daddy #Bajwa!! @OfficialDGISPR 

#Handlers #Neutrals #Establishment @GovtofPakistan 

fyi!! same goes for you too!! if not here, will see you in 

afterlife for sure, have fun while you can... :) 

 

0.541 0.498 

 

10 @MaryamNSharif This woman seriously needs some 

help! Visit a psychiatrist you psycho! You’re always just 

bullsh*tting here and there. Aur sarak-chap kis ko bol rai 

ho?? Pakistan ki 90% awam ko??  

 

0.488 0.405 

 

The second most contributing linguistic feature on the positive coordinate of this dimension 

is imperatives which are used to order others to do something or make demands. These 

demands are used in this dimension to insult others as it is common in an argumentative 

discourse (Clarke, 2018). For example, in example 7 (go cry to your sugardaddy 

@POTUS), the imperative is used to insult the Establishment of Pakistan by asking them 

to go complain to the President of USA. Similarly, in example 4 (@OfficialDGISPR Have 

some shame bajwa), the imperative is again used to insult the addressee and is asking them 

to be ashamed. In a similar manner, in example 10 (Visit a psychiatrist you psycho!) the 

imperative is used to ask the addressee to go to a psychiatrist for help in an insulting manner 

which is aggravated by the word ‘psycho’ at the end of sentence. Two other features that 

occur on the positive coordinate are general interjections and contractions. Both of them 

add interactivity and informality to the tweets (Clarke, 2020). Contractions are used to save 

time and space when writing and reflect the spoken style (Werry, 1996). For example, in 

example 10 (You’re always just bullsh*tting here and there), the use of contracted 

construction ‘you’re’ adds to the informality of the statement. General interjections are used 

to encode a reaction (Smith, 2003; Jefferson, 2002) in an informal manner. For example, 

in example 3 (Awe don't worry HUNNY!!) the interjection ‘awe’ is used as a slang to mock 

the addressee. In popular culture, ‘awe’ is used for something cute and adorable. Here, 

‘awe’ coupled with ‘HUNNY’ expresses the emotion of contempt by mocking the 

addressee for complaining about their health. Lastly, pronoun IT also reflects a more 

spoken style. It is the most generalized pronoun used in place of nouns and phrases (Biber, 

1988). For example, in example 5 (you hypocrite dummy don't even talk about humanity 

as yourself you don't have it), the pronoun IT is used in the place of noun ‘humanity’. 

Lastly, the absence of first person pronoun, third person personal pronoun and subject 

pronouns and the presence of second person pronoun as discussed previously on this 

coordinate show that this coordinate is more interactive in nature and coalescence with 

other features result in a confrontational communicative function of these tweets directed 

at particular individuals.  

Table 3: Examples of most strongly contributing trolling tweets on the negative coordinate 

of the given Dimension with their coordinate and contribution values 
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No. Tweet Coord Contrib 

11 I condemn #khalilurrehmanqamar abusing #MarviSarmad 

- the woman who ABUSES ppl SHAMELESSLY 24/7. 

Both are disgraceful.   I remember her DIRTY fight 

with Hamdullah. We all CONDEMNED him but later, he 

was her BEST friend against #ImranKhan 

       #AuratMarch2020 #AuratAzadiMarch2020 

https://t.co/HCl21WADoL 

 

-0.639 0.694 

12 They Used To Told Us That Bhutto Was a Hero And 

MujiburRehman Was Traitor But Sorry Bangla History Is 

Again Repeating Here Bloods Of Bhutto Are Following 

Same Foot Steps Like Him And Showing That They Are 

His Blood! #BajwaSoldTheNation #Traitor 

 https://t.co/aKsLjPdRt0 آج_سازش_نہیں_چلے_گی#

 

-0.546 0.508 

13 Something tells me that this guy's left hand is way bigger 

than his right hand https://t.co/wCFFgVzSrz 

 

-0.541 0.499 

14 Had us dollars which they wasent taking at nz airport:) 

but glad 1nce again our media entertaining all of u       

https://t.co/nDyW9cOJBx 

 

-0.513 0.449 

15 Just like Bajwa yahya khan Made Him look like traitor 

but now we realize what happen to him at that time  

#BajwaSoldTheNation https://t.co/5rYGnl1LwZ 

 

-0.491 0.411 

16 We found her.. sorry him… #ام_حریم #ISPR #Hacked Do 

Darya Pakistan Army # 1444محرم #محرم_  

https://t.co/DcDYTuJ7l7 

 

-0.463 0.365 

17 This guy is a disgrace to be in Army he ruined the 

beautiful name of our Army. Shame on him #DGISPR 

#BajwaTraitor https://t.co/muV51oBVvq 

 

-0.447 0.341 

18 I wish mothers would do a better job of raising their sons 

and teach them respect for women  

https://t.co/XVvWtzzJaX 

 

-0.441 0.331 

19 The more TLP pigs comment under this post with their 

dim wits, the more satisfied I will feel that this Tweet has 

properly insulted them. So far not much. Let's see. 😏 

 

-0.438 0.326 

20 I want someone to protect me like Aurat March protects 

criminals 😍 https://t.co/9gCh9NNyF3 

 

-0.433 0.319 

 

As far as the negative coordinate of this dimension is concerned, the trolling tweets on this 

side are more conciliatory in their communicative function. Most of the linguistic features 

on this coordinate are pronominal forms i.e. subject pronoun, object pronoun, first person 

pronoun and third person personal pronoun. All of these features are used to encode 

personal descriptions of the author specifically of other people rather than confronting them 

directly. For example, in example 19 (The more TLP pigs comment under this post with 
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their dim wits, the more satisfied I will feel that this Tweet has properly insulted them), 

the first person pronoun ‘I’ in the place of subject followed by verb of perception ‘feel’ 

reflect that the author of the trolling is giving their personal account of what they are 

perceiving about the other people, third personal pronoun ‘them’ in the object position here 

which refers to members of a political party called TLP, rather than openly confronting 

them.  

In addition, complementation is used for idea elaboration or the elaboration of their 

account. For example, in example 15 (but now we realize what happen to him at that 

time) the WH-clause is the idea elaboration of what the author realized, and in example 13 

(Something tells me that this guy's left hand is way bigger than his right hand) that verb 

complement elaborates on the personal account/description of the author that the person’s 

left hand is bigger than the right hand. Predicative adjectives are also used to add to the 

personal description of the author. For example, in the example discussed previously the 

predicative adjective ‘bigger’ is used to describe the hand of the guy. Lastly, the absence 

of mentioning and second person pronoun show that the trolling tweets on this coordinate 

are not explicitly oppositional as they do not directly address the other users.  

Overall, the trolling tweets on this dimension contrast between tweets that are antagonistic 

and used to confront others, and those that are conciliatory and describe entities and present 

the account of author without directly confronting other users. These two differentiate 

between a more aggressive form of trolling and a more subtle one. Interestingly, the same 

dimension is found in Clarke’s (2017) study on abusive language comprising of racist and 

sexist tweets. Some of the linguistic features of antagonistic tweets in the present study are 

similar to Clarke’s. For example, they both have the presence of second person pronouns, 

questions, exclamation marks, and absence of first person pronoun, third person personal 

pronoun and subject pronouns. Similarly, the linguistic features of conciliatory tweets are 

also similar to some extent. For example, they both have the presence of first person 

pronoun, third person personal pronoun, subject pronoun, object pronoun, and absence of 

mentioning and second person pronoun.  

It is important to mention that a number of researches have established that a troll can be 

aggressive (Bishop, 2014; Hardaker, 2010, 2013; Hong & Cheng, 2018; Phillips, 2015) 

Hardaker (2010), for example, discussed that one of the characteristics of trolls is 

aggression and that trolls exhibit an “aggressive, malicious behaviour” (p. 231) such as 

“insulting and attacking others” (p. 232). Hardaker (2012) also characterized their 

behaviour as being “hostile, snotty, and idiotic” (p. 196). She (2013) however maintained 

that aggression is the most rarely used strategy to troll as it may result in trouble. 

Nonetheless, this study shows that Pakistani trolling tweets still reflect a clear pattern of 

antagonistic nature of tweets. According to Noble (2017) one of the motivations of trolling 

can be related to Nietzsche’s concept of ‘resentiment’ where the trolls troll in “an attempt 

to claim some power (however brief and destructive) over another in order for them to 

experience the satisfactory feeling of possessing power” (p. 135). This stems from rage at 

their circumstances and perceived injustice (Noble, 2017, p. 122). A closer look at the 

examples of antagonistic trolling shows that all the tweets are directed at the Armed forces 

or political figures of Pakistan. Hence, it can be said that these Pakistani antagonistic 

trolling tweets also originate from a sense of injustice and rage at their circumstances. For 

example, in example 2 (what about these bloody generals @OfficialDGISPR #Bajwa 

#Establishment #Neutrals who have been harassing the State of Pakistan and its People), 

the author looks aggressive at the Army generals (more powerful than the author) and 

accuse and confront them with harassing people which he finds unjust, thus causing rage. 

Similarly, in example 9 (if not here, will see you in afterlife for sure, have fun while you 

can... :)) the author sounds aggressive because he thinks the addressee, again an army 

general, is having an unfair advantage and having fun due to unauthorized use of their 

power. However, this needs more research from a troll’s intentions perspective.  
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5. Conclusion 

This study explored the language of Pakistani trolling tweets through short text 

multidimensional analysis and showed that from the perspective of one of the dimensions 

Pakistani trolling tweets contrast between antagonistic and conciliatory tweets. The results 

showed that antagonistic tweets are dominated by second person pronouns and mentioning 

whereas conciliatory tweets are dominated by third person personal pronoun and first 

person pronoun. The study also revealed that antagonistic trolling tweets are more 

confrontational and directed at particular individuals whereas conciliatory tweets are 

descriptive and give personal accounts of the author about other people rather than 

explicitly confronting them. This dimension coincides with one of the dimensions of 

abusive language by Clarke (2017) which shows that troll language in Pakistan is highly 

aggressive. A closer look at the data of this study reveals that most of the trolls are political 

in nature even though it was collected through three different approaches. A number of 

studies have also previously shown that political trolling is in general hostile in nature (see 

for example, Akhtar & Morrison, 2019; Fichman & Akter, 2023). This study is pivotal in 

understanding the language of trolling in Pakistan; however, a more extensive trolling data 

collected from different social media platforms can help to comprehensively understand 

this language.  
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